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Introduction
EverGrow, launched in September 2021, quickly became the 
fastest-growing cryptocurrency of its kind. Initially rewarding holders in 
Binance USD ($BUSD), a regulated stable-coin pegged 1:1 with the US 
dollar, EverGrow has now shifted its focus to a cutting-edge staking 
model. This significant evolution in our platform strategy underscores our 
commitment to innovation and long-term value for our holders.

Built on the Binance Smart Chain, EverGrow offers impressive efficiency 
with up to 10x faster block speeds and lower gas fees compared to 
many competitors. Alongside its robust features, EverGrow introduces a 
sophisticated staking mechanism as the new method of rewarding its 
holders, enhancing the potential for sustainable investment returns.

Operating with an anti-Whale system, EverGrow limits any sell amount 
to a maximum of 0.125% of the circulating supply, fostering a more 
stable and inclusive investment environment. Transitioning from our 
successful Yield Generation token system, which distributed over $39 
Million in $BUSD to holders, to this staking model, EverGrow continues 
to set new standards in DeFi Tokenomics with this game-changing 
strategy. Designed for long-term holding, our staking model provides 
opportunities for passive income and capital growth, allowing investors 
to benefit from a more stable reward system in various market 
conditions.



The EverGrow Protocol
EverGrow, a leading rewards token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), 
has implemented a 2% tax on all transactions (BUYS, SELLS, 
TRANSFERS), focusing on sustainable rewards and real value creation 
via our utilities.  

The total supply of EverGrow is 1,000,000,000,000,000 $EGC. Initially, 
50% of the tokens were sent to a burn address, with ongoing burns 
supported by our ecosystem token, Lucro. The 2% tax, collected in BNB, 
is split equally: half for Marketing, Development, and Operations, and the 
other half for our Staking Contract.



The Technology Behind EverGrow: Binance Chain 
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created to enable the use of 
solidity-based smart contracts at a significantly faster and more efficient 
rate than other competing chains.

With decentralized exchanges on BSC providing lightning-fast 
transactions and ultra low costs, BSC has established itself as one of the 
world’s leading blockchains for Decentralized Finance (DeFi). BSC 
makes use of BEP-20 token technology, a proprietary blockchain that 
ensures the security and privacy of all users and developers.
Its inherent dual-chain interoperability enables cross chain 
communication and scalability of high performance, decentralized 
applications (dApps) that lead to a quick and fluid user experience. It is 
EVM compatible and will support all current Ethereum tools, with faster 
and more affordable transactions. Based on the Proof of Stake 
consensus, its on-chain governance allows decentralization and 
substantial community participation via the use of 21 validators that 
verify transactions.



Ecosystem/Roadmap 

EverGrow is creating an ecosystem of utilities designed to generate 
additional sources of passive income for holders. The net-profits from all 
these utilities will be used for our BuyBack & Burn function, creating green 
candles and $BUSD rewards for holders.

Lucro Token
Lucro launched on September 15th 2022 on the Binance Chain. Lucro is a 
BEP-20 Ecosystem Token designed for high daily volume, with a 1% tax 
(.8% to EverGrow’s BBB & .2% to Lucro’s LP). Lucro is being integrated 
into a suite of utilities via partnerships with both crypto and traditional 
companies. Lucro White Paper. LUCRO White Paper 

LunaSky NFT Marketplace
Mint, Buy and Sell NFTs across multiple blockchains. Users will also have 
the ability to use Lucro to Mint, Buy and Sell NFTs at a discounted fee rate. 
The marketplace will include a minting tool that will let users create their 
own NFTs from images, videos & other data.a.

Atlas Wallet
Buy, Sell and Swap your crypto on a wallet that is easy-to-use, ultra-secure 
and packed with a suite of essential & advanced features. Atlas is 
multi-chain, allowing you to hold tokens on Ethereum, Binance Smart 
Chain, Bitcoin, Solana, Cardano, Polygon, Cronos & Avalanche C Chain. 
Atlas Wallet Website. Atlas Wallet Website  

Staking
Staking offers EverGrow holders a way of putting their tokens to work and 
earning passive income without needing to sell them.

EverGrow MetaVerse 
In partnership with Objective Reality, A virtual world that brings together the 
entire EverGrow Ecosystem. Browse LunaSky NFTs in a fully-immersive 
3D gallery, play VR games, or shop in virtual stores with your crypto wallet.

https://evergrowegc.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/LUCRO-WHITE-PAPER.pdf
https://www.atlaswallet.com/


EverGrow Team 

A talented group of experienced business leaders, developers and 
marketing specialists, the team is overseen by Sam Kelly, an 
award–winning investment manager and entrepreneur whose expertise 
and experience spans over 20 years in business. Paul Treffinger 
oversees day to day operations alongside Project Manager Cody Black 
and Technical Manager Emmanuel Padilla. Original Core Team 
members, Praveen, Jacob and Ajeet offer ongoing consultation and 
advice, and our 75 person community team provide support and 
education to our 140,000 holders worldwide.  
DIRECT LINK: https://evergrowegc.com/team/

The Evolution of Passive Income

EverGrow’s staking model introduces a flexible and dynamic approach to 
passive income. Your rewards are initially generated from every Buy, 
Sell, or Transfer of EverGrow Token ($EGC), based on the amount of 
$EGC you hold and choose to stake. This method not only aligns with 
the current trends in crypto but also paves the way for additional income 
streams once our suite of revenue-generating utilities is launched.

https://evergrowegc.com/team/

